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MCQUEEN (15)

From Fri 8 Jun
Dirs Ian Bonhôte, Peter Ettedgui/GB 2018/111 mins

Mirroring the savage beauty, boldness 
and vivacity of his design, McQueen 
is an intimate revelation of Alexander 
[Lee] McQueen’s own personal and 
professional world, both tortured 
and inspired, a film which celebrates 
a radical and mesmerising genius of 
profound influence.

BIXA TRAVESTY (CTBA)

From Fri 15 Jun
Dirs Kiko Goifman, Claudia Priscilla/BR 2017/75 mins/
Portuguese wEng ST

Linn da Quebrada is a black trans 
woman from impoverished peri-urban 
São Paulo; she is also a pop performer 
who raises her voice for queer people 
of colour from the favelas. Her concerts 
are nothing short of dazzling onslaughts 
against Brazil’s white gender order and 
the machismo of the country’s funk 
scene. 

Plus/ We will be screening the short 
film Eli II before this film. 

THE CIAMBRA (15)

From Fri 15 Jun
Dir Jonas Carpignano/IT BR DE 2017/118 mins/Italian 
wEng ST
Pio Amato, Koudous Seihon, Damiano Amato

The Ciambra is set amidst a small 
Romani community in Calabria. 
Precocious Pio Amato is desperate 
to grow up.  When his older brother 
Cosimo disappears and things start 
to go wrong, Pio sets out to prove he’s 
ready to step into his big brother’s 
shoes.

NEW RELEASES

MY FRIEND DAHMER (15)

From Fri 1 Jun
Dir Marc Meyers/US 2017/103 mins
Ross Lynch, Alex Wolff, Anne Heche

A measured and disquieting drama 
that explores the high school years of 
Jeffrey Dahmer, the notorious serial 
killer who went from teenage outsider 
experimenting on dead animals to 
murdering – and sometimes partially 
eating – 17 young men, before being 
caught in 1991.

L’AMANT DOUBLE (18)

From Fri 1 Jun
Dir François Ozon/FR BE 2017/108 mins/French 
wEng ST
Marine Vacth, Jérémie Renier, Jacqueline Bisset

François Ozon returns with a sleek but 
gleefully irreverent Hitchcockian erotic 
thriller. Chloé falls in love with her 
psychoanalyst, and when they decide 
to move in together, everything seems 
perfect until a series of discoveries lead 
her to suspect that he may be living a 
double life.

ISMAEL’S GHOSTS (15) 
(LES FANTÔMES D’ISMAËL)

From Fri 1 Jun
Dir Arnaud Desplechin/FR 2017/135 mins/French wEng ST
Mathieu Amalric, Marion Cotillard, Charlotte 
Gainsbourg

Carlotta returns after a twenty-one-year 
absence to find her old flame, filmmaker 
Ismael, busy with a new partner and 
a new feature. As Ismael’s life begins 
to unfurl, so too does that of his film’s 
protagonist. With nods to Desplechin’s 
other creations, this film within a film 
shows the director’s ability to find light 
in the darkest of places.

LEK AND THE DOGS (15) + Q&A

From Fri 8 Jun
Dir Andrew Kotting/GB 2017/92 mins/English with 
partial Eng ST
Xavier Tchili

Kötting creates a groundbreaking 
crossover between narrative film and 
contemporary art piece, based on 
the award-winning play by Hattie 
Naylor, inspired by the true story of 
Ivan Mishukov, who walked out of his 
apartment aged four and spent two 
years living on the city streets where he 
was adopted by a pack of wild dogs

Event/ We will be joined by director 
Andrew Kötting for a Q&A following 
the 18:10 screening on Fri 8 Jun. See 
p14 for details on our Andrew Kötting 
weekend.

STUDIO 54 (CTBA)

From Fri 15 Jun
Dir Matt Tyrnauer/US 2018/98 mins

Studio 54 was the epicentre of 70s 
hedonism - a place that not only 
redefined the nightclub, but also came 
to symbolise an entire era. Now, a 
feature documentary tells the real story 
behind one of the greatest clubs of all 
time.

THE HAPPY PRINCE (15)

From Fri 22 Jun
Dir Rupert Everett/DE BE GB 2018/105 mins
Rupert Everett, Colin Firth, Emily Watson

Although Oscar Wilde’s tumultuous 
life has been well covered in cinema 
before, previous films have tended to 
shy away from portraying the ignominy 
and poverty of his difficult final years, a 
topic which writer, director, star Rupert 
Everett tackles head-on in this superior 
and very personal biopic.

THE RAPE OF RECY TAYLOR (15)

From Fri 1 Jun
Dir Nancy Buirski/US 2017/91 mins

Recy Taylor, a 24-year-old black mother 
and sharecropper, was gang-raped by 
six white boys in 1944 Alabama. This 
powerful documentary exposes a legacy 
of physical abuse of black women and 
reveals Rosa Parks’ intimate role in Recy 
Taylor’s story.

THAT SUMMER (CTBA)

From Fri 1 Jun
Dir Göran Olsson/SE US DK 2017/80 mins

That Summer centres on the film project 
artist Peter Beard initiated together 
with the incandescent Lee Radziwill 
about her relatives: the Beales of 
Grey Gardens. Lost for decades, this 
extraordinary footage re-emerges in 
Olsson’s documentary, which focuses 
on Beard and his family of friends, 
who formed a vibrant and profoundly 
influential creative community in 
Montauk (Long Island) in the 1970s.

ALL THE WILD HORSES (15)

From Fri 8 Jun
Dir Ivo Marloh/MO ZA GB 2017/89 mins

Filmed in the glorious vastness of the 
Mongolian steppe, All The Wild Horses 
is a dynamic portrayal of the Mongol 
Derby horse race.  Skilled riders come 
from all over the world to compete and 
this documentary follows six hopeful 
horse enthusiasts from Ireland, the USA, 
South Africa and the UK.

Event
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WHITNEY (CTBA)

From Fri 6 Jul
Dir Kevin Macdonald/GB 2018/120 mins

Whitney will give audiences an 
unprecedented and unique look into 
Houston’s life. It’s an unflinching and 
honest portrait of a rare talent told 
by those closest to her and one made 
with full access to her family and 
collaborators. 

MARY SHELLEY (12A)

From Fri 6 Jul
Dir Haifaa Al-Mansour/GB 2017/121 mins
Elle Fanning, Maisie Williams, Douglas Booth 

Directed by Haifaa Al Mansour, Saudi 
Arabia’s first female filmmaker, and 
starring Elle Fanning, Mary Shelley 
depicts the author as a fiercely 
modern 19th-century woman, and 
her Frankenstein as the product of 
unbridled imagination and profound 
grief. Mary Shelley is a sumptuous 
and intoxicating proto-feminist tale 
of fearless self-actualisation and fiery 
creativity.

POSTCARDS FROM THE 48% 
(CTBA)

From Fri 6 Jul
Dir David Wilkinson/GB 2018/114 mins

A documentary film made by and 
featuring those who voted Remain in 
the 2016 British EU Referendum vote 
- the 48% - to show the other 27 EU 
Member States that it was far from a 
landslide victory, and that some are 
fighting to stay part of the EU. Partly 
shot in Manchester, this is a film of 
passion and conviction from director 
David Wilkinson.

Event/ We will be joined by director 
David Wilkinson for a Q&A following 
the screening on Sat 7 Jul at 17:50. 

KING OF HEARTS (12A) 
(LE ROI DE COEUR)

From Fri 22 Jun
Dir Philippe de Broca/FR IT 1966/104 mins/French, 
English and German with partial EngST
Alan Bates, Geneviève Bujold, Pierre Brasseur

Since its 1967 debut, King of Hearts has 
acquired cult status and now stands 
as one of Philippe de Broca’s most 
memorable works. 
Set in France towards the end of World 
War I, the film propagates the notion 
that madness is the only rational 
response to the absurdity of war.

ARCADIA (12A)

From Fri 22 Jun
Dir Paul Wright/GB 2017/79 mins

Scouring 100 years of footage from the 
BFI National Archive, BAFTA®-winner 
Paul Wright constructs an exhilarating 
study of Britain’s shifting – and 
contradictory – relationship with the 
land. This fascinating film features 
an expressive new score from Adrian 
Utley (Portishead) and Will Gregory 
(Goldfrapp) alongside folk music from 
the likes of Anne Briggs. 

THE ENDLESS (15)

From Fri 29 Jun
Dirs Justin Benson, Aaron Moorhead/GB 2017/112 mins
Callie Hernandez, Emily Montague, James Jordan

Years after fleeing the New Age cult in 
which they were raised, brothers Justin 
and Aaron live a humble existence in 
the outside world. When they receive 
a strange message from their former 
‘family’, the siblings make the tough 
decision to return home and investigate. 

THE SECRET OF  
MARROWBONE (15)

From Fri 13 Jul
Dir Sergio G. Sánchez/ES 2018/110 mins
George MacKay, Anya Taylor-Joy, Charlie Heaton 

Four siblings seek refuge in an old 
house after their mother’s death, 
only to discover that the building has 
another, more sinister, inhabitant. This 
is a haunting and atmospheric work 
underpinned by terrific performances 
from rising stars George Mackay and 
Anya Taylor-Joy. 

EX LIBRIS: THE NEW YORK 
PUBLIC LIBRARY (CTBA)

From Fri 13 Jul
Dir Frederick Wiseman/US 2017/197 mins

Wiseman has described his 
documentaries as “reality fictions” and 
frequently compares his art to novel 
writing. Now, after 50 years of training 
his camera on institutions, he finally 
channels his passion for books to get 
inside the New York Public Library.  

BOOM FOR REAL: THE LATE 
TEENAGE YEARS OF JEAN-
MICHEL BASQUIAT (CTBA)

From Fri 22 Jun
Dir Sara Driver/US 2017/78 mins

Jean-Michel Basquiat’s artistic flame 
burned intensely before his death at 
age 27 in 1988. Driver brings a fresh 
perspective to the life of this mercurial 
figure during his formative years, when 
he was a homeless teenager in New 
York City. His story is told through the 
memories of people who knew him 
personally.

THE BOOKSHOP (PG)

From Fri 29 Jun
Dir Isabel Coixet/GB 2017/113 mins 
Emily Mortimer, Bill Nighy, Patricia Clarkson

Set in 1959, The Bookshop sees a young 
widow foil local opposition to expand 
her community’s cultural horizons. Based 
on Penelope Fitzgerald’s much-loved 
novel and directed by Isabel Coixet, the 
film won Best Film and Best Director at 
Spain’s Goya Awards. 

Event

IN THE FADE (18) 
(AUS DEM NICHTS)

From Fri 22 Jun
Dir Fatih Akin/DE FR 2017/106 mins/German, Greek 
and English with partial EngST
Diane Kruger, Denis Moschitto, Numan Acar

Out of nowhere, Katja’s life falls apart 
when her husband Nuri and little son 
Rocco are killed in a bomb attack. The 
search for the perpetrators and reasons 
behind the senseless killing complicate 
Katja‘s painful mourning - opening 
wounds and doubts and fuelling her 
desire for justice. 

CODA (CTBA)

From Fri 29 Jun
Dir Alexander Emmert/US 2018/100 mins
Chanel Ryan, Angie Stevenson, Melissa O’Donnell

Ryuichi Sakamoto has had a prolific 
and varied career spanning over four 
decades. Following the 2011 Fukushima 
disaster, Sakamoto became an iconic 
figure in Japan’s social movement 
against nuclear power. As Sakamoto 
returns to music following cancer, Coda 
offers an intimate portrait of both the 
artist and the man.
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Parents, grandparents and carers of 
babies aged up to 12 months can 
enjoy films in a relaxed environment 
with their babies. The volume will be 
lowered and the lights will remain 
dimmed throughout the screening. 
Films will begin at the advertised time 
without adverts or trailers.
Baby changing facilities are readily 
available and our café bar team can 
provide high chairs and hot water for 
bottles on request.

Unfortunately we are unable to admit 
children older than 12 months of age.
homemcr.org/parent-and-baby

Parent & Baby 
Screenings

THE BREADWINNER (12A)

Thu 21 Jun, 11:00
Dir Nora Twomey/IE 2017/94 mins
Saara Chaudry, Soma Chhaya, Noorin Gulamgaus

Equal parts thrilling and enchanting, 
The Breadwinner tells the story of 
Parvana, an 11-year-old girl growing 
up under the Taliban in Afghanistan in 
2001. When her father is wrongfully 
arrested, Parvana disguises herself as 
a boy in order to support her family.

THE BOOKSHOP (PG)

Thu 19 Jul, 11:00
Dir Isabel Coixet/GB 2017/113 mins
Emily Mortimer, Bill Nighy, Patricia Clarkson

See p4 for film details.
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APOSTASY (CTBA)

From Fri 27 Jul
Dir Dan Kokotajlo/GB 2017/95 mins
Siobhan Finneran, Robert Emms, Steve Evets 

Set in a Jehovah’s Witness community 
in England, Apostasy’s power lies 
in its directness and the incredible 
performances of newcomers Molly 
Wright and Sacha Parkinson as two 
daughters raised in The Truth. Shot 
in Oldham, Kokotajlo’s debut guides 
us through the emotional depths of a 
family whose hearts are fractured by 
colliding beliefs. 

SICARIO: DAY OF THE SOLDADO 
(CTBA)

From Fri 29 Jun
Dir Stefano Sollima/US IT 2018/122 mins/English and 
Spanish with partial Eng ST
Josh Brolin, Benicio Del Toro, Isabela Moner

In the drug war, there are no rules – and 
as the cartels have begun trafficking 
terrorists across the US border, 
federal agent Matt Graver calls on the 
mysterious Alejandro, whose family 
was murdered by a cartel kingpin, to 
escalate the war in nefarious ways. 
Written by Taylor Sheridan (Hell or High 
Water), this is a perhaps surprisingly 
effective sequel. 

THE GOALIE’S ANXIETY AT THE 
PENALTY KICK (12A) 
(DIE ANGST DES TORMANNS 
BEIM ELFMETER)

From Fri 13 Jul
Dir Wim Wenders/DE AT 1972/103 mins/German 
wEng ST
Arthur Brauss, Kai Fischer, Erika Pluhar

Wenders’ debut The Goalie’s Anxiety at 
the Penalty Kick has been restored and 
remastered in stunning 4k. A goalkeeper 
is sent off after committing a foul during 
an away game. This causes him to 
completely lose his bearings in what 
slowly becomes an existential crime 
thriller.  

RACER AND THE JAILBIRD (CTBA) 
(LE FIDÈLE)

From Fri 13 Jul
Dir Michaël R. Roskam/BE FR NL 2018/130 mins/
French and Dutch wEng ST
Matthias Schoenaerts, Adèle Exarchopoulos, Eric De 
Staercke

Gigi Vanoirbeek belongs to a notorious 
Brussels gang responsible for a string 
of expertly executed robberies. Under 
the cover of his luxury automobile 
import-export business he meets Bibi 
Delhany, a race-car driver with roots 
more respectable than his own. Despite 
their wildly different backgrounds, this 
unlikely pair falls for each other, fast 
and hard. 

THE BUTTERFLY TREE (CTBA)

From Fri 20 Jul
Dir Priscilla Cameron/AU 2017/97 mins
Melissa George, Ewen Leslie, Ed Oxenbould

Melissa George shines as Evelyn, a 
burlesque queen, who bewitches single 
dad Al and his teenage son, Fin, with 
her zest for life. When father and son 
discover they are competing for the 
affections of the same woman, old 
wounds are reopened over the death of 
Fin’s mother.

GENERATION WEALTH (CTBA)

From Fri 20 Jul
Dir Lauren Greenfield/US 2018/106 mins

Simultaneously personal journey and 
historical essay, Generation Wealth 
bears witness to the global boom–bust 
economy, the corrupted American 
Dream, and the human costs of late 
stage capitalism, narcissism, and greed.

THE RECEPTIONIST (18)

From Fri 20 Jul
Dir Jenny Lu/GB TW 2016/102 mins/ English, Mandarin 
and Taiwanese with partial Eng ST
Teresa Daley, Josh Whitehouse, Shiang-chyi Chen

Unable to find a job, Tina, a Taiwanese 
recent graduate living in London, starts 
working in an illegal massage parlour 
as a receptionist. A fascinating expose 
of the sex industry, director Jenny 
Lu’s remarkable debut feature feels 
incredibly relevant and essential.

PIN CUSHION (15)

From Fri 13 Jul
Dir Deborah Haywood/GB 2017/82 mins
Lily Newmark, Joanna Scanlan, Loris Scarpa 

Single mother Lyn and her daughter 
Iona are both looking for a new start. 
Iona tries to fit in at school, but her 
desire for acceptance has terrible 
consequences. Now that Lyn can 
no longer be best friends with her 
adolescent daughter, she too looks for 
new social contacts, only to encounter 
the same problems. 

Event/ Join Birds’ Eye View for a 
post-screening discussion following 
the 18:10 showing of Pin Cushion on 
Fri 13 Jul. Special guest speakers to 
be announced soon. See p9 for more 
details.

VERTIGO (PG)

From Fri 20 Jul
Dir Alfred Hitchcock/US 1958/128 mins
James Stewart, Kim Novak, Barbara Bel Geddes

Alfred Hitchcock’s timeless thriller about 
obsession focuses on a former detective 
with a fear of heights who is hired to 
follow a woman apparently possessed 
by the past. Acclaimed on release, 
the film has subsequently increased in 
stature, replacing Citizen Kane in Sight 
and Sound’s poll of the greatest film 
ever made.

A PRAYER BEFORE DAWN (CTBA)

From Fri 20 Jul
Dir Jean-Stéphane Sauvaire/FR GB 2017/English and 
Thai with partial EngST
Joe Cole, Vithaya Pansringarm, Nicolas Shake

A Prayer Before Dawn brings the prison 
drama to new levels of intensity while 
sensitively portraying life in an extreme 
environment. We follow the compelling 
true story of Briton Billy Moore, a heroin 
addict who learned Muay Thai boxing 
after being sentenced to three years in 
a Thai prison for selling drugs.

Event

The Breadwinner, 2017
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CHINESE FILM FORUM UK 
PRESENTS/ SUNSHINE THAT CAN 
MOVE MOUNTAINS (CTBA)

Tue 26 Jun, 18:10 
Dir Wang Qiang/CN 2017/107 mins/Tibetan wEng ST 

When Tenzin Banjue learns his brother 
is in a vegetative state, the young 
Tibetan monk must leave his monastery 
and embark on the long walk back to 
his home village. Filmed with Tibetan 
actors, set against the region’s 
sprawling landscapes, director Wang 
Qiang’s debut feature is both a rich 
meditation on love and faith, and a 
snapshot of a disappearing culture.

Supported by the Confucius Institute at 
The University of Manchester.

one-off screenings  
& events

8

MSA FILM PRODUCTIONS 
PRESENTS PAUSE 

Programme 1 (CTBA)
Thu 7 Jun, 16:20 
Programme 2 (CTBA) 
Thu 7 Jun, 18:30
Tickets: £7 full, £5 concs 
(Members offers available)
MSA Productions is proud to present 
PAUSE, a celebration of the best films 
from final year filmmaking students at 
Manchester Metropolitan University. 
With two screenings and a wide 
variety of genres and stories on offer, 
there’s bound to be something that 
you will enjoy!

LEK AND THE DOGS (15) + Q&A

Fri 8 Jun, 18:10
Dir Andrew Kötting/GB 2017/92 mins/English with 
partial Eng ST
Xavier Tchili

See our Andrew Kötting Weekend on 
p14 for details

Event/ We will be joined by director 
Andrew Kötting for a Q&A following 
this screening.

DISPOSSESSION: THE GREAT 
SOCIAL HOUSING SWINDLE (12A) 

Thu 14 Jun, 18:10
Dir Paul Sng/GB 2017/83 mins

Narrated by Maxine Peake, 
Dispossession examines the 
catastrophic failures that have led to 
a chronic shortage of social housing 
in the UK. This is the story of people 
fighting for their communities, of 
people who believe that housing is a 
human right, not an expensive luxury.

“To mark the one-year anniversary 
of the Grenfell Tower fire, we’ve 
arranged a one-off screening at HOME 
to remember the victims and show 
solidarity with the survivors and their 
efforts to find justice for the lives lost. 
We’ll be donating our share of the box 
office receipts to Justice 4 Grenfell.” 

Paul Sng, Director, Dispossession: The 
Great Social Housing Swindle.

2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY (U)

Fri 15 Jun, 19:50
Sun 17 Jun, 17:30
Dir Stanley Kubrick/GB US 1968/150 mins 
Keir Dullea, Gary Lockwood, William Sylvester

50 years on from its original release, 
Stanley Kubrick’s masterpiece is 
a regular fixture on greatest films 
polls and is widely regarded as the 
touchstone for science fiction films. 
Co-written with Arthur C. Clarke, the 
chilling fable raises more questions 
than it answers and the pre-digital 
visuals are simply stunning. 

ONE HOUR INTRO/ 2001 AND 
AMERICAN SCI FI

Sun 17 Jun, 16:00
Tickets: £4 full / £3 concs
HOME celebrates the 50th anniversary 
of 2001: A Space Odyssey, one of the 
most influential films of all time, with 
this One Hour Intro in which Peter 
Kramer - one of the leading authorities 
on Stanley Kubrick - and Andy Willis 
(Senior Visiting Curator: Film at HOME) 
will discuss the impact of that film, 
along with others released the same 
year such as Planet of the Apes, on the 
development of the science fiction genre 
and American cinema more generally.

Lek and the Dogs, 2017

Dispossession: The Great Social 
Housing Swindle, 2017

2001: A Space Odyssey, 1968

POSTCARDS FROM THE 48% 
(CTBA) + Q&A

Sat 7 Jul, 17:50
Dir David Wilkinson/GB 2018/114 mins

See p5 for details

Event/ We will be joined by director 
David Wilkinson for a Q&A following 
this screening. 

SCREAM FOR ME SARAJEVO (15)

Fri 29 Jun, 18:20
Dir Tarik Hodzic/BX 2017/96 mins

Scream for Me Sarajevo is the amazing 
and astonishing story of the most 
unlikely of rock concerts, performed 
by Bruce Dickinson and his band 
Skunkworks in 1994, in the midst of 
the Siege of Sarajevo. This is a film 
about extraordinary people defying 
the horrors of war, and the musicians 
who risked their lives to play a show 
for them.

YELLOW SUBMARINE (U)

Sun 8 Jul, 13:00 & 18:00
Prices: £11 full/£9 concs 
(members £9 full/£7.50 concs)
Dir George Dunning/GB 1968/90 mins
Paul McCartney, George Harrison, Ringo Starr, 
John Lennon

Looking and sounding better than 
ever before, join The Fab Four on the 
technicolour adventure of a lifetime. 
Illustrated with mind-bending moving 
images, Yellow Submarine tells the 
story of how The Beatles battle the 
music-hating Blue Meanies armed 
only with the power of love. 

Plus/ Everyone attending screenings 
on Sun 8 Jul will also receive 
an exclusive 50th anniversary 
commemorative pack, including four 
stunning limited edition collector’s 
cards and a Peppertastic sticker set!
We recommend the 13:00 
performance to those wanting to 
bring children.

MY BEST (CTBA)

Mon 9 Jul, 18:30
Dir Luigi Maria Perotti/IT US GB 2017/80 mins 

My Best is the story of Calum Best’s 
journey to better understand his father, 
a man that Calum never really knew, 
but who is a constant presence in his 
life, even after death.

PIN CUSHION (15) + POST-
SCREENING DISCUSSION 

Fri 13 Jul, 18:10
Dir Deborah Haywood/GB 2017/82 mins

This screening is the second in Birds’ 
Eye Views new project Reclaim The 
Frame which aims to grow ever-greater 
audiences for films by women and build 
a more balanced film future.

See p6 for film details

Event/Join Birds’ Eye View for a post-
screening discussion following this 
screening of Pin Cushion. Special guest 
speakers to be announced soon.

Scream for me Sarajevo, 2017

Sunshine That Can Move Mountains, 2017 Postcards from the 48%, 2018

My Best, 2017

Pin Cushion, 2017
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LORD OF MILAN + TWO HEARTS 
ONE SOUL (CTBA)

Sat 21 Jul, 18:30 
Dir Jared Wilson/GB 2018/65 mins/English and 
Italian with partial EngST

Herbert Kilpin was the founder of one 
of the world’s biggest football clubs: 
AC Milan. For many years his history 
was forgotten but this film tells his 
story and that of the fans who helped 
bring it back to life.

Plus/ We will be screening the short 
film Two Hearts One Soul with this film. 

DEAF SHORTS PROGRAMME (CTBA) 
+ POST-SCREENING DISCUSSION

Tue 17 Jul, 18:30
Dir Various/GB 2017/60 mins

A trio of shorts from filmmakers of 
both Deaf and hearing backgrounds 
presenting a unique representation 
of the Deaf community. Includes The 
Silent Child which won the Best live 
action short film Oscar.

Screenings have a mix of BSL, spoken 
English, English subtitles and Caption 
Subtitles.

Event/ There will be a post-screening 
discussion with special guests. This will 
include BSL and spoken English with 
full interpretation.

BRASILIA: LIFE AFTER DESIGN 
(CTBA)

Wed 25 Jul, 18:20
Dir Bart Simpson/CA BR GB 2017/88 mins/English 
and Portuguese with partial Eng ST

In 1956 at the rebirth of Brazilian 
democracy, visionary architect Oscar 
Niemeyer and urbanist Lúcio Costa 
invented an urban plan for Brazil’s 
capital.

Now the stark beauty of the city acts 
as a backdrop to isolation, changing 
values, dynamic power and politics. 

New East Cinema
New East Cinema is a new bimonthly series of films and talks organised in collaboration with the Barbican and Calvert 
22, which seeks to uncover the most thought-provoking, daring and vibrant cinema coming out of today’s ‘New East’, the 
expansive territory that stretches across Eastern Europe, the Balkans, Baltic, Russia and Central Asia.

seasons

ZAMA (15)

From Fri 25 May
Dir Lucrecia Martel/AR BR ES 2017/115 mins/Spanish wEng ST
Daniel Giménez Cacho, Lola Dueñas, Matheus Nachtergaele

Tired of waiting for the King to transfer 
him to a more liberating location, a South 
American officer of the Spanish Crown 
embarks on a perilous journey towards 
freedom.  A perfect coupling of literary 
source material and a unique cinematic 
sensibility, Zama unsurprisingly weaves a 
spell all of its own. 

Lucrecia 
Martel
.

Fri 25 May – 
Wed 6 Jun
To celebrate the release of Zama, the 
first feature in nine years from Lucrecia 
Martel, HOME hosts a retrospective 
of the Argentinean director. Martel’s 
work is defined by her distinctive visual 
aesthetic and an allusive approach to 
narrative. 
homemcr.org/lucrecia-martel

LA CIÉNAGA (12A) + LEGUAS

Sat 2 Jun, 15:30
Dir Lucrecia Martel/AR 2001/101 mins/Spanish wEng ST
Mercedes Morán, Graciela Borges, Martín Adjemián

A Chekhovian tragicomedy, the 
astonishing feature debut from 
Lucrecia Martel offers a brilliantly 
executed exercise in claustrophobia 
as it captures the temperature and 
texture of provincial life in the high 
plains of north-west Argentina. 

Plus/ We will be screening the short film 
Leguas (Dir Lucrecia Martel/AR 2015/12 
mins) before this film. 

THE HOLY GIRL (15) + THE 
MAKING OF THE HOLY GIRL 
(LA NIÑA SANTA)

Mon 4 Jun, 18:00
Dir Lucrecia Martel/AR 2004/104 mins/Spanish wEng ST
Mercedes Morán, Carlos Belloso, Alejandro Urdapilleta

Amalia lives with her divorced mother, 
the manager of a decaying hotel. When 
a stranger makes a crude pass at her 
in a crowded street, Amalia becomes 
consumed by the heady combination 
of her fervent religious education and 
burgeoning sexuality. 

Plus/ We will be screening the short film 
The Making of The Holy Girl (Dirs Eileen 
Anipare, Jason Wood/GB 2004/28 mins) 
before this film. 

Please Note: This film is being exhibited 
free of charge to the public, tickets can 
be booked in advance for a donation 
of £7 (Members pay £2 less), otherwise 
they can be booked for free (subject to 
availability) on the day of the screening.

THE HEADLESS WOMAN 
(12A) + PESCADOS + NUEVA 
ARGIRÓPOLIS 
(LA MUJER SIN CABEZA)

Wed 6 Jun, 18:00
Dir Lucrecia Martel/AR 2008/89 mins/Spanish wEng ST
María Onetto, Claudia Cantero, Inés Efron

Veronica is driving on the highway 
in north western Argentina. She 
becomes distracted by the ringtone 
of her mobile phone and runs over 
something, but drives on. The police 
confirm that there were no accident 
reports. But she has doubts about 
what she had really hit. 

Plus/ We will be screening the short 
films Pescados (Dir Lucrecia Martel/
AR 2010/4 mins) and Nueva Argirópolis 
(Dir Lucrecia Martel/AR 2010/8 mins) 
before this film. 

The Silent Child, 2017

Lord of Milan, 2018 Brasilia: Life after Design, 2017

All These Sleepless Nights, 2016

Zama, 2017

The Headless Woman, 2008

The Holy Girl, 2014

La Ciénaga, 2001

ALL THESE SLEEPLESS NIGHTS (15) 
(WSZYSTKIE NIEPRZESPANE NOCE)

Mon 16 Jul, 20:40
Dir Michal Marczak/PL GB 2016/100 mins/Polish 
wEng ST
Kryzstof Baginski, Michal Huszcza, Eva Lebuef

Sitting somewhere between fiction, 
documentary and “constructed reality”, 
this is filmmaker Michal Marczak’s 
ode to the vibrancy of modern-day 
Warsaw, a city in a state of flux 
suspended between its traumatic 
past and a future powered by a new 
generation bursting with energy.
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Albert Finney: 
Son of Salford
.

Sun 3 –  
Sun 24 Jun
Salford-born Albert Finney is widely 
regarded as one on Britain’s great 
actors. To celebrate his work on 
screen HOME offers a selection of 
his films, from some of his best-loved 
and iconic roles to an assortment of 
his lesser-known works, all revealing 
his skill, versatility and breadth of 
accomplishments.
omemcr.org/albert-finney

SATURDAY NIGHT AND SUNDAY 
MORNING (PG)

Sun 3 Jun, 13:00
Tue 5 Jun, 20:40
Wed 6 Jun, 13:00
Dir Karel Reisz/GB 1960/89 mins
Albert Finney, Shirley Anne Field, Rachel Roberts

Adapted by Alan Silitoe from his novel 
of the same name, Saturday Night, 
Sunday Morning is a landmark film in 
the ‘British New Wave’ and established 
Albert Finney as a major figure of 
the period. His Arthur Seaton, a 
womanising machinist in a Nottingham 
factory, perfectly captures the 
swagger of the time whilst also slowly 
chipping away at the certainty of the 
character’s attitude to life.  

Event/ There will be a post-screening 
discussion on Sun 3 Jun, led by Andy 
Willis, HOME’s Senior Visiting Curator: 
Film and curator of the season.

MURDER ON THE ORIENT 
EXPRESS (PG)

Sat 16 Jun, 15:00
Dir Sidney Lumet/GB 1974/122 mins
Albert Finney, Lauren Bacall, Ingrid Bergman 

Finney’s Oscar-nominated, playful turn 
as detective Hercule Poirot is at the 
centre of Sidney Lumet’s lusciously-
realised, star-studded adaptation 
of Agatha Christie’s novel. Making 
the role his own, and standing out 
alongside an array of Hollywood talent, 
Finney set the benchmark for future 
interpretations of Poirot.  

TOM JONES (PG)

Mon 11 Jun, 18:10
Dir Tony Richardson/GB 1963/128 mins
Albert Finney, Susannah York, George Devine  

In this adaptation of Henry Fielding’s 
novel Albert Finney followed his 
breakthrough role in Saturday Night, 
Sunday Morning with a very different 
role as Tom Jones. Built around 
Finney’s performance, Jones’s romantic 
adventures combine bawdy comedy with 
a range of stylistic flourishes that have 
helped make it one of the most fondly 
remembered films of the early 1960s. 
The film won Oscars for Best Film, Best 
Director and Best Adapted Screenplay.

NIGHT MUST FALL (CTBA)

Wed 13 Jun, 20:00
Dir Karel Reisz/GB 1964/104 mins
Albert Finney, Susan Hampshire, Mona Washbourne

Night Must Fall is a striking, black and 
white adaptation of Emlyn Williams’ 
unsettling play about a young killer who 
charms a widow and her daughter in 
their isolated home. A change of tone for 
the makers of Saturday Night, Sunday 
Morning, here Finney offers another 
more sinister take on the character of 
the working class charmer, one that is 
ultimately very far removed from Arthur 
Seaton.    

WOLFEN (18)

Sat 23 Jun, 15:30
Dir Michael Wadleigh/US 1981/115 mins
Albert Finney, Diane Venora, Edward James Olmos  

After a number of years away from 
the silver screen Finney returned with 
a vengeance in 1981.  By far the most 
memorable role of that return is without 
doubt Dewey Wilson, a retired NYPD 
cop brought back to solve a series of 
brutal murders, in Wolfen. Drawing on 
native American mythology, the film is a 
striking eco-thriller that deserves to be 
much better known than it is.    
Screening from a 35mm print.

ONE HOUR INTRO: ALBERT 
FINNEY

Wed 13 Jun, 18:30
Tickets: £4 full / £3 concs
This introduction to the career of 
Albert Finney will look at his work 
from Saturday Night, Sunday Morning 
to Skyfall, tracing the key moments 
that have made him one of the most 
celebrated British actors working today. 

ANNIE (U)

Sat 23 Jun, 11:00 (Relaxed 
Screening)
Sun 24 Jun, 11:00 (Bring the 
Family)
Dir John Huston/US 1982/128 mins
Aileen Quinn, Albert Finney, Carol Burnett, Tim Curry

On the surface perhaps one of the 
oddest entries in Albert Finney’s 
filmography. However, John Huston’s 
adaptation of the Broadway smash 
Annie remains a firm family favourite, 
and Finney’s uplifting turn as Daddy 
Warbucks both charms and entertains.

UNDER THE VOLCANO (15)

Sun 24 Jun, 18:10
Dir John Huston/US 1984/112 mins
Albert Finney, Jacqueline Bisset, Anthony Andrews

Albert Finney was once again Oscar-
nominated for his lead role in Huston’s 
adaptation of Malcolm Lowry’s 
acclaimed semi-autobiographical 1947 
novel. Set at the end of the 1930s 
as the world teeters on the verge of 
momentous change, Under the Volcano 
follows alcoholic diplomat Geoffrey 
Firmin during the Mexican Day of the 
Dead. 
Screening from a 35mm print.

ERIN BROCKOVICH (15) + 
INTRODUCTION

Mon 25 Jun, 18:00
Dir Steven Soderbergh/US 2000/127 mins
Julia Roberts, Albert Finney, David Brisbin

Most of the plaudits for Steven 
Soderbergh’s legal drama justifiably 
went to Julia Roberts’s gutsy 
performance in the title role of a 
working class woman who takes on 
the Pacific Gas and Electric Company. 
However, Albert Finney’s barnstorming 
performance as the lawyer Ed Masry, 
who gives Erin vital support, is central 
to the success of the film and once 
again saw him nominated for an 
Academy Award, this time as Best 
Supporting Actor. 

Event/ This screening will be introduced 
by Sarah Perks, Artistic Director: Visual 
Art at HOME.

BIG FISH (PG)

Wed 27 Jun, 18:00
Dir Tim Burton/US 2003/124 mins
Ewan McGregor, Albert Finney, Billy Crudup 

Selected for the season by a group 
of HOME volunteers who felt that 
the melancholic tone to the film 
worked to celebrate Albert Finney 
the actor. A master of story-telling 
through his performances, Finney 
is perfectly cast as the older 
Edward Bloom, a teller of tall tales 
and an example of how life is lived 
best when lived to the full. Tim 
Burton’s stylishly off-beat drama 
is a late career triumph for Finney 
and a reminder of just how good 
he can be. 

Tom Jones, 1963

Murder on the Orient Express, 1974

Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, 1960

Night Must Fall, 1964
Wolfen, 1981

Big Fish, 2003

Annie, 1982

Erin Brockovich, 2000

Under the Volcano, 1984
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ANIMA18 SHORT FILMS 
As part of Refugee Week we’ll be 
screening some of the best British 
animated short films about the subject. 
These films will be screened before 
new release features in Refugee Week, 
please see the website for film details.

1514

Earthworks: 
An Andrew 
Kötting 
Weekend
.

Fri 8 –  
Sun 10 Jun
The third part in director Andrew 
Kötting’s Earth trilogy, Lek and the 
Dogs allows us the opportunity of 
revisit both This Filthy Earth and 
Ivul, the earlier films in the cycle. 
Taking place on, above and below the 
earth, as a whole the trilogy offers 
an experimental mediation on human 
existence. 
homemcr.org/andrew-kotting

Refugee Week
.

Sat 16 –  
Fri 22 Jun 
To celebrate Refugee Week here at 
HOME we bring you a full programme 
of theatre, film, art and performance. 
Showcasing the work of contemporary 
refugee artists in our region, the 
festival will raise awareness, challenge 
stereotypes and bring the communities 
of our city together. Programmed in 
partnership with Community Arts North 
West.
homemcr.org/refugee-week

LEK AND THE DOGS (15) + Q&A

Fri 8 Jun, 18:10
Dir Andrew Kötting/GB 2017/92 mins/Russian and 
English with partial Eng ST
Xavier Tchili

Kötting creates a groundbreaking 
crossover between narrative film and 
contemporary art piece, based on 
the award-winning play by Hattie 
Naylor, inspired by the true story of 
Ivan Mishukov, who walked out of his 
apartment aged four and spent two 
years living on the city streets where he 
was adopted by a pack of wild dogs.

Event/ We will be joined by director 
Andrew Kötting for a Q&A following 
this screening.

THIS FILTHY EARTH (15)

Sat 9 Jun, 18:00
Dir Andrew Kötting/GB 2001/106 mins
Rebecca Palmer, Shane Attwooll, Demelza Randall

This Filthy Earth tells the story of 
sisters Kath and Francine, whose 
lives are disrupted by two men – a 
brutal villager greedy for the girls’ 
land and a gentle stranger who offers 
the possibility of escape. Amidst a 
landscape of rural hardship and a 
community consumed with superstition, 
events unfurl which threaten their 
sibling bond.

IVUL (15)

Sun 10 Jun, 15:40
Dir Andrew Kötting/GB 2009/101 mins
Capucine Aubriot, Manon Aubriot, Jacob Auzanneau

Set in the French Pyrenees, Ivul is an 
intriguing family drama in which the 
intense relationship between teenage 
siblings Alex and Freya incurs the rage 
of their authoritarian father. After a 
huge quarrel, Alex climbs onto the roof 
of the house and vows never again to 
set foot on the earth. 

THROUGH OUR EYES (CTBA) + Q&A

Mon 18 Jun, 18:20
Dir Samir Mehanovic/GB BX DE LB 2018/70 mins

BAFTA-awardwinning director Samir 
Mehanovic, a Muslim refugee himself from 
the murderous Bosnian Wars of the 1990s, 
gives us a wholly fresh and personal insight 
into the human catastrophe of the Syrian 
conflict.  Filmed over three years, the film 
allows us to experience lives of Syrian 
refugee families through their own eyes. 

Event/ We will be joined by director 
Samir Mehanovic for a Q&A following 
this screening.

HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH FILM 
FESTIVAL PRESENTS THE 
WORKERS CUP (CTBA) + Q&A

Wed 20 Jun, 18:10
Dir Adam Sobel/GB 2017/89 mins/ English, Nepali, 
Malayalam, Twi, Ga, Hindi and Arabic wEng ST

Inside the infamous labour camps of 
Qatar, a group of Asian and African 
migrant workers building the 2022 
World Cup compete in a football 
tournament of their own: The 
Workers Cup.

Event/ The screening will be followed by 
a panel discussion and Q&A with film 
producer Rosie Garthwaite.

This screening has been supported by 
Savannah Wisdom.

HUMAN FLOW (12A) + 
INTRODUCTION

Thu 21 Jun, 17:50
Dir Ai Weiwei/DE 2017/140 mins

Over 65 million people around the 
world have been forced from their 
homes to escape famine, climate 
change, and war since World War II. 
Shot in 23 countries over the course of 
one eventful year, the film documents 
the courage, endurance, and 
unassailable spirit of the displaced.

Event/ Lauren Cape-Davenhill from the 
These Walls Must Fall campaign will 
introduce the screening, discussing how 
the enforcement and criminalisation of 
migration we see in the film relates to 
immigration policy in the UK - and how 
you can take action locally.

LORO DI NAPOLI (CTBA)

Tue 19 Jun, 18:30
Dir Pierfrancesco Li Donni/IT 2017/69 mins/Italian wEng ST

In Naples in 2009, the Afro-Napoli United 
football team was born, comprised of 
Neapolitan migrants from Africa and 
South America. Through the lives of 
Adam, Lello and Maxime - all Afro-Napoli 
United players, Loro di Napoli recounts 
the daily clash between integration and 
the hostility of Italian law.

RADICAL AND REAL FILM 
SHORTS PACKAGE (15) + Q&A

Sat 16 Jun, 12:45
Dir Various/GB 2017-18/90 mins approx./Various 
languages with partial EngST

A unique selection of short films created 
by international filmmakers based in 
Manchester exploring different aspects of 
being a refugee, from the deeply personal 
and political to the artistic and abstract.

Event/ We will be joined by some of 
the filmmakers for a Q&A following this 
screening.

YELLOW SUBMARINE (U)

Sun 8 Jul, 13:00 & 18:00
Dir George Dunning/GB 1968/90 mins
Paul McCartney, George Harrison, Ringo Starr, John 
Lennon

See p9 for details

Anim18
.

Jun – Nov 2018
Anim18 is a nationwide celebration 
of British Animation. Join us as we 
celebrate our love of animation with a 
monthly screening in association with 
Manchester Animation Festival. 
For information on the season at HOME 
visit homemcr.org/anim18 or visit  
www.anim18.co.uk for more on Anim18. 
Anim18 is led by Film Hub Wales, 
Chapter (Cardiff), BFI Film Audience 
Network and project partners across 
the UK, with the support of the BFI, 
awarding funds from The National 
Lottery.

REFUGEE SHORTS

As part of Refugee Week we’ll be 
screening some of the best British 
animated short films about the subject.
See opposite for details.

Lek and the Dogs, 2917

Ivul, 2009

Mamoon, 2017

Yellow Submarine, 1968

Through Our Eyes, 2018

The Workers Cup, 2017

Life Cycles, 2016

Human Flow, 2017

Loro di Napoli, 2017

LIFE CYCLES (18)
Dir Ross Hogg/GB 2016/4 mins

Using a rhythmical structure, the 
film elevates the mundane, personal 
and relatable aspects of life whilst 
offsetting them with more serious, 
global issues which continually seep in 
to our lives, becoming commonplace.

MAMOON (PG)
Dir Ben Steer/GB 2017/8 mins

Mamoon (an Arabic name meaning 
‘without fear’) follows the story of 
a mother and child, whose lives 
descend into darkness when the moon 
mysteriously loses its light. As their 
own light begins to fade, the mother 
must work out how to save her child, 
using a mysterious red glow.
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CONTROFIGURA (CTBA) + Q&A

Thu 21 Jun, 20:40
Dir Rä di Martino/IT FR CH MA 2017/75 mins/Italian, 
English, Arabic, French wEnglish ST
Valeria Golino, Filippo Timi, Corrado Sassi

A small film crew wanders around 
Marrakesh and its surroundings, looking 
for locations for the remake of an 
American film in which a man swims his 
way home, passing through the houses 
and pools that he finds along the route. 

Event/ This screening will be followed 
by a Q&A with director Rä di Martino.

ALSO KNOWN AS JIHADI (CTBA)

Fri 22 Jun, 18:20
Dir Eric Baudelaire/FR 2017/99mins/French wEng ST

Based on real events, and drawn 
from thousands of pages of judicial 
documents, Also Known As Jihadi 
follows the progress of a young man’s 
journey from France to Syria, and back 
to France where he is incarcerated 
for allegedly joining Daesh. Eric 
Beaudelaire’s cinematic work employs 
“landscape theory” (fukeiron in 
Japanese), originated in the film AKA 
Serial Killer.

SELF MADE (15)

Sun 24 Jun, 20:40
Dir Gillian Wearing/GB 2010/84 mins

In 2007, hundreds of people responded 
to an ad that read “If you were to 
play a part in a film, would you be 
yourself or a fictional character?”. 
Seven people were selected to 
appear in Self Made, where they 
attend a Method Acting workshop 
to explore their fantasy selves. A 
hybrid film by artist Gillian Wearing, 
at once documentary, artwork, social 
experiment and performance project – 
bringing together a diverse group from 
the British public and offering them the 
chance to discover something about 
themselves through performance.

EATEN BY LIONS (12A) + Q&A

Sat 30 Jun, 15:30 
Dir Jason Wingard/GB 2017/99 mins
Antonio Aakeel, Jack Carroll, Asim Chaudhry, Johnny 
Vegas

A hilarious British comedy about two 
teenage half brothers who are each in 
search of their different roots. While 
one brother, Pete, gets accustomed to 
his controlling English family, the other, 
Omar, travels to Blackpool in search of 
his real Asian dad. 

Event/ We will be joined by director 
Jason Wingard for a Q&A following this 
screening. 

VENUS (12A) + Q&A

Sat 30 Jun, 18:10 
Dir Eisha Marjara/CA 2017/95 mins
Debargo Sanyal, Jamie Mayers, Pierre-Yves Cardinal

A laugh-out-loud comedy about 
alternative family values. Sid is a 
Montreal Punjabi, who after years of 
struggling with their gender identity 
has decided to come out as a woman, 
that is until a 14-year-old boy turns up 
and insists that Sid is his long lost dad 
from a teenage affair.

Event/ We will be joined by director 
Eisha Marjara for a Q&A following this 
screening. 

VILLAGE ROCKSTARS (U) + Q&A

Sun 1 Jul, 15:50 
Dir Rima Das/IN 2017/87 mins/Assamese wEng ST
Bhanita Das, Basanti Das, Manabendra Das

A winner of multiple international 
awards, Village Rockstars is an instant 
crowd-pleaser.  A single mother and 
her ten-year-old daughter Dhunu live in 
an Assamese village, where the locals 
don’t appreciate free-spirited Dhunu’s 
dreams of setting up her own rock 
band.

Event/ We will be joined by director 
Rima Das for a Q&A following this 
screening. 

Feature Expanded
.

Thu 21 Jun – Sun 24 Jun
Feature Expanded is HOME and Lo Schermo Dell’Arte’s unique intensive training 
programme for visual artists developing and producing their first feature film, 
including a public strand presenting films by contemporary visual artists.
Feature Expanded is supported by the Creative MEDIA Europe programme of the 
European Union.
homemcr.org/feature-expanded

LIFF@HOME
.

Sat 30 Jun – 
Sun 1 Jul
London Indian Film Festival, the UK 
and Europe’s largest South Asian film 
festival rocks up for its ninth year with 
an entertaining and thought-provoking 
line-up of independent films that offer 
a rare window into a billion South 
Asian lives in the sub-continent right 
now. We’re delighted to be bringing 
highlights of the programme to 
Manchester for LIFF@HOME. 
For more information on the festival visit 
www.londonindianfilmfestival.co.uk

SPACE IS THE PLACE (CTBA)

Sun 15 Jul, 15:50
Dir John Coney/US 1974/85 mins
Barbara Deloney, Sun Ra, Raymond Johnson

Starring the Afrofuturism jazz star Sun 
Ra, this loosely-based biopic offers the 
uninitiated a tantalising glimpse into 
his fantastical world. Born in 1914 as 
Herman Poole Blount, he had a vision 
in his thirties that he had somehow 
originated from Saturn and promptly 
changed his name to Sun Ra. Dressed 
from then on in elaborate Egyptian-
inspired papal robes, and arriving in a 
music-powered space ship, he spent 
the next 50 years on a mission to 
enlighten the world with his unique 
experimental music, and save the black 
race from social injustice by starting an 
all-black colony in the sky. Unmissable. 

MILFORD GRAVES FULL MANTIS 
(CTBA)

Thu 12 Jul, 18:20
Dirs Jake Meginsky, Neil Young/US 2018/91 mins

The first feature-length portrait of 
the renowned percussionist who has 
performed internationally since 1964, 
both as a soloist and in ensembles.
Oscillating from present to past 
and weaving intimate glimpses of 
the artist’s complex cosmology with 
blistering performances from around 
the globe, the film embodies the 
intensity of Graves’ music itself.

DJANGO (CTBA)

Sun 22 Jul, 18:10
Dir Etienne Comar/FR 2017/117 mins/French, German 
and English with partial EngST
Reda Kateb, Cécile de France, Bea Palya

1943, occupied Paris. Django Reinhardt 
is at the pinnacle of his art. The 
brilliant and carefree jazz guitarist, 
king of ethereal swing, plays to 
standing-room-only crowds in the 
capital’s greatest venues. Meanwhile 
his gypsy brethren are being 
persecuted throughout Europe. His life 
takes a turn for the worse when the 
Nazi propaganda machine wants to 
send him on tour in Germany…

GEORDIE JAZZ MAN (CTBA)

Wed 11 Jul, 18:30
Dir Abi Lewis/GB 2016/52 mins

Well-known internationally as Geordie 
Jazz Man, Keith Crombie was a 
mystery to many of his Jazz Café 
patrons in Newcastle upon Tyne.  A 
man who refused to bow to changing 
musical tides, he was the epicentre 
of a band of similar musicians and 
thespians and has been the pride of 
Newcastle Jazz from the 1950s to now. 

Jazz on Film
.

Wed 11 –  
Sun 22 Jul
Our third collaboration with the 
Manchester International Jazz Festival, 
Jazz on Film returns in July with our 
now familiar – but very welcome – 
selection of films that draw upon jazz in 
both fictional and documentary form. 
homemcr.org/jazz-on-film

Controfigura, 2017

Self Made, 2010

Eaten by Lions, 2017

Village Rockstars, 2017

Geordie Jazz Man, 2016

Space is the Place, 1974

Django, 2017

Venus, 2017
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HARRY DEAN STANTON:  
WILD AT HEART
.

Sat 14 – Sun 29 Jul
The late, incredibly great Harry Dean Stanton had a diverse career spanning 
60-plus years during which he established himself as one of the most laconic and 
unique of American actors. His career included a terrific run of 1970s classics, 
unlikely lead man status, cult titles, blockbuster cameos and a mutually fruitful 
association with David Lynch.
homemcr.org/harry-dean
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HARRY DEAN STANTON: PARTLY 
FICTION (CTBA)

Sat 14 Jul, 18:20
Dir Sophie Huber/US 2012/77 mins

Shot in colour and black and white 
by Seamus McGarvey, Harry Dean 
Stanton: Partly Fiction explores the 
actor’s enigmatic outlook on his life, 
his unexploited talents as a musician, 
and includes scenes with David Lynch, 
Wim Wenders, Sam Shepard, Kris 
Kristofferson and Debbie Harry.

ESCAPE FROM NEW YORK (15)

Sun 15 Jul, 13:00
Tue 17 Jul, 20:40
Wed 18 Jul, 13:00
Dir John Carpenter/US 1981/95 mins
Kurt Russell, Lee Van Cleef, Harry Dean Stanton

One of the cult entries in the vast 
Stanton filmography. See p20 for details.

REPO MAN (18) + INTRO 

Thu 19 Jul, 18:20
Dir Alex Cox/GB 1984/92 mins
Emilio Estevez, Harry Dean Stanton

Alex Cox’s debut feature is one of 
the great films of the 1980s. Stanton 
stars alongside Emilio Estevez as a 
repossessor of cars who soon finds 
himself in a world weirder and wilder 
than he ever imagined. References to 
Kiss me Deadly abound. 

Event/ This screening will be 
introduced by Jason Wood, Artistic 
Director: Film at HOME.

RANGO (PG)

Sun 29 Jul, 11:00  (Bring the 
Family)
Dir Gore Verbinski/US 2011/107 mins
Johnny Depp, Isla Fisher, Harry Dean Stanton

One of Stanton’s more mainstream 
films, and representative of his ability 
to add to a project his trademark 
charisma and class, the animated 
Rango concerns an ordinary chameleon 
who accidentally finds himself in a 
lawless outpost of the Wild West. 

THE CITADEL (CTBA)

Sat 28 Jul, 15:40
Dir King Vidor/GB 1938/112 mins
Robert Donat, Rosalind Russell, Ralph Richardson 

Based on a 1937 novel by A. J. Cronin, 
which was widely seen as a call for the 
creation of a national health service 
in the UK, Hollywood director Vidor 
gathered a stellar cast to present 
the story of a doctor in the Welsh 
Valleys who, when confronted with the 
illness of the miners he treats, decides 
something must be done to help them.
Screening from a 35mm print. 

WHITE CORRIDORS (U)

Sat 28 Jul, 18:10
Dir Pat Jackson/GB 1951/102 mins
Googie Withers, James Donald, Godfrey Tearle  

Made four years after the 
establishment of the NHS, White 
Corridors centres on the quietly 
heroic daily lives of those working in 
a cottage hospital and is brought to 
life by an impressive ensemble cast. 
Directed with an eye for detail by 
Pat Jackson, the film is a reminder of 
how dedicated those who worked to 
establish the NHS were.  
Screening from a 35mm print. 

PREVIEW/ FACES PLACES (CTBA) 
(VISAGES VILLAGES)

Fri 27 Jul, 18:20
Dir Agnès Varda/FR 2017/89 mins/French wEng ST

Agnès Varda and JR have things in 
common: their passion for images in 
general and more particularly questioning 
the places where they are showed, how 
they are shared, exposed.

LA POINTE COURTE (CTBA)

Thu 26 Jul, 20:00
Dir Agnès Varda/FR 1955/86 mins/French wEng ST
Philippe Noiret, Silvia Monfort 

Varda’s career began with this graceful, 
penetrating study of a marriage on the 
rocks, set against the backdrop of a 
small Mediterranean fishing village and 
the daily struggles of the locals. Widely 
considered one of the progenitors of 
the coming French New Wave.

MANDY (PG)

Sun 29 Jul, 12:45
Dir Alexander Mackendrick/GB 1952/93 mins/Screening 
with Captioned Subtitles
Phyllis Calvert, Jack Hawkins, Terence Morgan

Alexander Mackendrick’s Ealing drama 
Mandy is a film whose sentiments 
remain as pertinent today as they 
did in the 1950s. The film’s central 
character is a profoundly deaf child 
whose parents believe she would be 
able to communicate given the right 
support. They therefore send her to a 
school for the deaf in Manchester. 

CARRY ON DOUBLE BILL (PG) + 
INTRODUCTION

Sun 29 Jul, 14:55
Tickets: £9/£7
Dir Gerald Thomas/GB 1967 + 1972/192 mins (including 
10 min intermission)

By the late 1960s the institutions of 
the NHS had become so much a part 
of British life that they provided the 
perfect backdrop for the Carry On team’s 
comedy antics. In this double bill we 
bring together two of their best loved 
NHS set films, both of which gently poke 
fun at some of the pressures already 
putting pressure on the institution.

CARRY ON DOCTOR (PG)
Dir Gerald Thomas/GB 1967/94 mins
Frankie Howerd, Sidney James, Charles Hawtrey  

CARRY ON MATRON (PG)
Dir Gerald Thomas/GB 1972/88 mins
Sidney James, Kenneth Williams, Charles Hawtrey

Screening from 35mm prints. 

Event/ This double bill will be introduced 
by Dr Lloyd Peters, Senior Lecturer and 
MA Media Production Programme Leader 
at University of Salford.

BRITANNIA HOSPITAL (15)

Mon 30 Jul, 18:00
Dir Lindsay Anderson/GB 1982/116 mins
Leonard Rossiter, Malcolm McDowell, Brian Pettifer

As they prepare for a royal visit, the 
administrative staff of a hospital come 
under all sorts of pressures both real, 
imagined and absurd. Another of 
Anderson’s barbed critiques of British 
social institutions, here he targets the 
organisation within the NHS, particularly 
in light of an encroaching culture of 
privatisation.
Screening from a 35mm print. 

Something 
for Everyone: 
Celebrating 70 
Years of the 
NHS
.

Sat 28 –  
Mon 30 July
To mark the establishment of a 
national health service in the UK, 
HOME celebrates with a season of 
films that champion, poke fun at 
and critique various aspects of and 
attitudes to the much loved, and 
defended institution. 
homemcr.org/nhs

agnes varda
.

Thu 26 Jul – 
Sun 26 Aug
To celebrate the release of Agnès 
Varda’s new film Faces Places, we will 
be screening a retrospective of her work 
this summer.  
homemcr.org/agnes-varda

Escape From New York, 1981

Harry Dean Stanton: Partly Fiction, 2012

Rango, 2011

Repo Man, 1984

The Citadel, 1938

Mandy, 1952

White Corridors, 1951

Carry On Docto, 1967

Britannia Hospital, 1982

ONE HOUR INTRO/ 60 YEARS OF 
CINEMA: REVISITING THE WORKS 
OF AGNÈS VARDA

Thu 26 Jul, 18:30
Tickets: £4 full / £3 concs
Agnès Varda’s career has spanned 
over 60 years across fiction films, 
documentaries, photography, exhibitions 
and art installations. This talk will focus 
on Varda’s evolution as a film director, 
from precursor of the French New Wave 
to documentarist and experimental 
artist; it will discuss her “cinecriture” 
creative approach and reassess her role 
as a feminist filmmaker.
Led by Dr Isabelle Vanderschelden, 
Manchester Metropolitan University.
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Our popular programme brings cinema classics to the big screen every month so you 
never need to miss those must-sees! Sunday screenings are usually accompanied by 
a free, informal post-screening discussion. 
Visit homemcr.org/classics for details.

classics
SATURDAY NIGHT AND 
SUNDAY MORNING (PG)

Sun 3 Jun, 13:00
Tue 5 Jun, 20:40
Wed 6 Jun, 13:00
Dir Karel Reisz/GB 1960/89 mins
Albert Finney, Shirley Anne Field, Rachel Roberts

Adapted by Alan Silitoe from his 
novel of the same name, Saturday 
Night, Sunday Morning is a landmark 
film in the ‘British New Wave’ and 
established Albert Finney as a major 
figure of the period. His Arthur 
Seaton, a womanising machinist 
in a Nottingham factory, perfectly 
captures the swagger of the time 
whilst also slowly chipping away 
at the certainty of the character’s 
attitude to life.  

THE PIANO (CTBA)

Sun 1 Jul, 13:00
Tue 3 Jul, 20:20
Wed 4 Jul, 13:00
Dir Jane Campion/AU FR NZ 1993/120 mins
Holly Hunter, Anna Paquin, Harvey Keitel, Sam Neill

Jane Campion became the first female 
director to win the Palme d’Or for The 
Piano, her extraordinary, triumphant 
masterpiece about a mute woman’s 
rebellion in a newly colonised, Victorian-
era New Zealand. Soundtracked by 
Michael Nyman’s evocative score, it 
also won Oscars for Holly Hunter and 
Anna Paquin in career-defining roles and 
Best Screenplay for Campion’s typically 
individualistic, female-centric script. 

ESCAPE FROM NEW YORK (15)

Sun 15 Jul, 13:00
Tue 17 Jul, 20:40
Wed 18 Jul, 13:00
Dir John Carpenter/US 1981/95 mins
Kurt Russell, Lee Van Cleef, Harry Dean Stanton

John Carpenter’s dystopian thriller 
echoes Romero’s Dawn of the Dead in its 
ability to mirror the America of its time. 
Kurt Russell stars as the renegade Snake 
Plissken, sent to rescue the American 
president from a Manhattan that now 
serves as a giant security prison. 

LOVE IS THE DEVIL (CTBA)

Sun 17 Jun, 13:00
Tue 19 Jun, 20:40
Wed 20 Jun, 13:00
Dir John Maybury/GB 1998/91 mins
Daniel Craig, Derek Jacobi, Tilda Swinton

Set in the bawdy, decadent world 
of 1960s Soho, this dazzling and 
audacious film charts the powerful 
and dangerous relationship between 
one of Britain’s most revered 
twentieth-century artists, Francis 
Bacon, and his lover and muse, 
George Dyer, to explore the territory 
where love, sex and art collide.
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RELAXED SCREENINGS
Designed for people with autism spectrum conditions and their families. We’ll 
keep the lights on low, turn the sound down a little, and provide a separate room 
to take a break in. There will be no trailers or advertisements before the film 
starts and you’ll be able to move around the cinema if you want to. 
New to our Relaxed Screenings programme, we are trialling screenings for adults 
and older teens.
homemcr.org/relaxed

Designed for the whole family, 
including babies, these screenings 
will have the volume lowered and the 
lights will remain dimmed throughout 
the screening. Films will begin at the 
advertised time without adverts or 
trailers.

ANNIE (U)

Sat 23 Jun, 11:00
See above for synopsis.

BRING THE 
FAMILY

Our family programme is 
supported by Auto Trader. 
homemcr.org/families

ARCADIA (12A)

Sat 28 Jul, 11:00
This has been programmed for older 
teens and adults rather than children 
and younger teens. See p4 for details.

A brand new film programme 
exploring the creativity of our 
city’s most essential charities, 
community groups and 
voluntary organisations. 
Think you know the city? Here is 
a chance to see it through their 
eyes. This programme will draw 
on the wealth of creativity from 
a multitude of perspectives, 
involving discussion and debate. 
Full details to follow online.

A CITY SEEN 
SCREENING
Mon 23 Jul

Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, 1960

Love is the Devil, 1998

The Piano, 1993

Escape From New York, 1981

Rango, 2011

ANNIE (U)

Sun 24 Jun, 11:00
Dir John Huston/US 1982/128 mins
Aileen Quinn, Albert Finney, Carol Burnett, Tim Curry

John Huston’s adaptation of the 
Broadway smash Annie remains a firm 
family favourite and Finney’s uplifting 
turn as Daddy Warbucks both charms 
and entertains. 

RANGO (PG)

Sun 29 Jul, 11:00
Dir Gore Verbinski/US 2011/107 mins
Johnny Depp, Isla Fisher, Harry Dean Stanton

The animated Rango concerns an 
ordinary chameleon who accidentally 
finds himself in a lawless outpost of 
the Wild West. 

You might also be interested 
in Yellow Submarine see p9 
for details. 

Annie, 1982
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live broadcasts THEATRE
Catch the best theatre and opera broadcast live in our cinemas from the world’s 
most prestigious companies. 
homemcr.org/live-broadcasts
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ROH LIVE/ SWAN LAKE

Tue 12 Jun, Doors - 19:00, 
Performance – 19:15
Composer: Tchaikovsky/Ballet in four 
acts/180 minutes (including 2 intervals)

This season, The Royal Ballet creates 
a new production with additional 
choreography by Artist in Residence 
Liam Scarlett. While remaining 
faithful to the Petipa-Ivanov text, 
Scarlett will bring fresh eyes to 
the staging of this classic ballet, 
in collaboration with his long-term 
designer John Macfarlane. 

EVERYBODY’S TALKING ABOUT 
JAMIE (12A AS LIVE)

Thu 5 Jul, Doors - 19:20, 
Performance – 19:30
165 mins including intermission

Inspired by a true story, Everybody’s 
Talking About Jamie is a new award-
winning five-star hit musical. Jamie 
New is sixteen and lives on a council 
estate in Sheffield. Jamie doesn’t 
quite fit in. Jamie is terrified about the 
future. He is going to be a sensation. 
Supported by his brilliant loving mum 
and surrounded by his friends, Jamie 
overcomes prejudice, beats the bullies 
and steps out of the darkness, into the 
spotlight. 

RSC LIVE/ ROMEO & JULIET (12A 
AS LIVE)

Wed 18 Jul, Doors - 18:45, 
Performance – 19:00
What if your first true love was 
someone you’d been told you must 
hate?
Set in a world very like our own, this 
Romeo and Juliet is about a generation 
of young people born into violence and 
ripped apart by the bitter divisions of 
their parents. 
The most famous story of love at first 
sight explodes with intense passion 
and an irresistible desire for change, 
but leads all too quickly to heart-
breaking consequences.

ROH Live/ Swan Lake, 2018

RSC Live/ Romeo & Juliet, 2018

The Fishermen

Everybody’s Talking About Jamie, 2018

NEW PERSPECTIVES THEATRE 
IN ASSOCIATION WITH HOME 
PRESENTS: THE FISHERMEN

Thu 19 – Sat 28 Jul
By Chigozie Obioma, adapted for the stage 
by Gbolahan Obisesan and directed by Jack 
McNamara.

Tickets: £12.50 / £10.50 concs
In a small Nigerian town, Ben and 
Obembe, along with their two older 
brothers, slip away to fish at a 
forbidden river. Unnoticed and carefree, 
they continue until one day the 
prophecy of a madman changes the 
course of their lives forever.

Based on the Man Booker Prize-
shortlisted novel by Chigozie Obioma, 
New Perspectives, in association with 
HOME, presents this powerful allegory 
of brotherhood, vengeance and fate in 
a new adaptation by award-winning 
playwright Gbolahan Obisesan.

homemcr.org/the-fishermen

PHIL COLLINS 

Opens Sat 7 Jul 2018
HOME presents a major new solo 
exhibition from Turner Prize nominated 
artist Phil Collins, whose Ceremony 
project presented last July saw a 
decommissioned statue of Friedrich 
Engels travel from a Ukrainian village 
across Europe to be permanently 
installed outside HOME as part of 
Manchester International Festival 
2017. This new work continues the 
narrative of Ceremony, connecting 
Manchester to the idea of communism, 
which transformed the post-war world 
and helped to shape the society we 
live in today. This summer the film is 
presented as a gallery installation 
as part of 14-18 NOW at BALTIC 
Gateshead, HOME Manchester, and the 
MAC Belfast.

For more information visit  
homemcr.org/phil-collins
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VISIT
HOME 
2 Tony Wilson Place 
Manchester 
M15 4FN

INFORMATION & 
BOOKING
homemcr.org 
0161 200 1500 
info@homemcr.org

ACCESSIBILITY
homemcr.org/accessibility

KEEP IN TOUCH
Twitter @HOME_mcr 
Facebook HOMEmcr 
Instagram HOMEmcr 
Audioboom HOMEmcr 
Youtube HOMEmcrorg

OPENING TIMES
Box Office 
Mon – Sun: 12:00 – 20:00
Main Gallery 
Mon: Closed* 
Tue – Sat: 12:00 – 20:00 
Sun: 12:00 – 18:00
Granada Foundation 
Galleries 
Mon – Thu: 11:00 – 23:00 
Fri – Sat: 11:00 – 00:00 
Sun: 11:00 – 22:30
Bookshop 
Mon – Sun: 12:00 – 20:00
Ground Floor Bar 
Mon – Thu: 10:00 – 23:00 
Fri – Sat: 10:00 – 00:00 
Sun: 11:00 – 22:30
Café 
Mon – Thu: 11:00 – 23:00 
Fri – Sat: 11:00 – 00:00 
Sun: 11:00 – 22:30
*Except Bank Holiday 
Mondays

FILM PRICES
Off Peak (before 17:00) 
Full £7 / Member Full £5.50
Peak (from 17:00) 
Full £9 / Member Full £7
£5 student advance tickets 
available (limited capacity).
Concessions and discounts 
are available, please see 
website for further details. 

DON’T MISS...
Theatre

YOUNG IDENTITY WORKSHOPS
Every Monday from 19:00
Free, no booking required
homemcr.org/young-identity

YOUNG 
PEOPLE

ART
HOME PROJECTS/ SUSAN GUNN: 
GROUND EVOLUTION 
Fri 4 May 2018 – Sun 1 Jul 2018
Granada Foundation Galleries 
Free drop in 
homemcr.org/flesh-stone

HOME PROJECTS/ CAMILLE 
SMITHWICK: ODE TO THE 
UNTRUTH 
Fri 6 Jul 2018 – Sun 2 Sep 2018
Granada Foundation Galleries 

Camille Smithwick presents a series of 
drawings and portraits exploring the 
mysterious life of Kaspar Hauser, the 
teenage foundling who mysteriously 
appeared in Nuremberg in 1828.

CREATIVES
FILMED UP
Fri 1 Jun, 18:20
£5.50 /£4 
Deadline for next submissions: Wed 
8 Aug 2018
homemcr.org/filmedu

SHOW & TELL
Sat 2 Jun, 16:00
Free, booking required
homemcr.org/show-and-tell

SLATE SOCIAL
Mon 4 Jun & Mon 9 Jul, from 17:00
Free, pop in
Homemcr.org/slate

COURSE/ MENTORING YOUNG 
PEOPLE
Tue 12 Jun, 10:00 – 16:15
Tickets £150
homemcr.org/mentoring

OPPORTUNITY/ BOY BLUE ENT 
DANCE TRAINING
For dancers 18+. An opportunity 
for intensive dance training 
this summer with Boy Blue 
Entertainement company.
Deadline for applications Fri 8 Jun

DISABLED WRITERS WORKSHOP/ 
HOW TO PITCH FOR TV
Mon 4 Jun, 13:00
Free
Deadline for applications  
Mon 21 May

REGULAR 
EVENTS
PLAYREADING
Fri 1 Jun, 11:00-13:00
Fri 6 Jul, 11:00-13:00
Tickets £5 (scripts and 
refreshments included)
homemcr.org/playreading

MOTHERS WHO MAKE
Mon 18 June, 10:30-11:30
Mon 16 Jul, 10:30-11:30
Free, booking required
homemcr.org/mothers-who-make

AMP: HOUSE PARTY 
For music lovers, makers and 
shakers aged 18-25 with additional 
needs and disabilities.
Fri 20 Jul, from 19:00
£5 / Carers free

DOUBLE BILL/ WHERE WE ARE
Wed 27 Jun – Thu 28 Jun
HOME welcomes you to a 
double bill performance from 
two of Manchester’s most 
exciting theatre companies. 

We’re in Piccadilly Gardens. It’s 
a hot day. People sit. People 
wait. It’s about midday. By one 
fifteen, their world will change 
forever…

Bruntwood Prize winners Take 
Back, present their new play 
This Is Where We Are about an 
incident in Piccadilly Gardens, 
this is a play for our city. 

The award-winning 
Monkeywood Theatre present 
The Manchester Project which 
brings together tapestry of 
Manchester and Mancunians in 
a new performance that asks 
what it really means to be part 
of this city?

LOUIS HENDERSON: OVERTURES
BSL Led Gallery Tour on  
Sat 2 June, 15:00 – 16:00

Art & Design Historian, 
Jennifer Little will lead a  
BSL tour of this exhibition.

ACCESS


